P1210C 1000 x 1200 Plastic Pallet

Innovative design
+ The CHEP 4-way entry 1000 x 1200 mm ISO 9-block, full perimeter plastic pallet is a truly unique materials handling product. It is designed for static or non-exchange applications with particular emphasis on HACCP environments and the food packaging industry.

Safe design and easy handling
+ The plastic pallet has 16 anti-slip plugs on top of and below the Top Deck for load security. The non-slip corners of the pallet ensure that handling is accident free. The extra wide fork apertures allow easy tine insertion for hand pallet trucks and most forklifts.

Consistent specification
+ This pallet is ideal for a high speed automated environment; its consistent weight and dimensions allow for compatibility with a variety of material handling systems.

Environmentally and hygienically friendly
+ The modular structure facilitates easy separation of pallet parts for recycling. The HDPE and PP plastic polymer construction allows for full recycling of pallet parts. Hygienically, the plastic pallet prevents moisture absorption, and allows easy cleaning of the pallet structure. This pallet is UV resistant and is HACCP compatible.

Durable design
+ Modular steel rod reinforcement allows for loads of up to 1,250 kg to be carried. Bulk stacking is three high, providing that the total weight does not exceed 3,750 kg.

RFID enabled
+ This pallet has an EPL compliant, 3-way readable RFID tag, which enables tracking of the pallet and its load at any point in the supply chain journey.
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**Description**

**Colour**
- Light blue on top deck.
- Dark grey on bottom section.

**Dimensions (in mm)**
- 1000 x 1200 x 150

**Material**
- HDPE (top section)
- PP (bottom section)

**Mass**
- 26 Kg – 27 kg (approximate)

**Components**

**Top Deck**
- Modular flat floor with 9 blocks.

**Bottom Deck**
- Modular one-piece construction.

**Anti-slip grommets**
- 16 black PVC grommets (top deck only)

**Reinforcement**
- 14 mild steel rods in total.

**Load Capacity**
- 1,250 kg racked.
- 3,750 kg stacked (3 pallets high)

**Working Temperatures**
- Storage - 30°C to 50°C
- Operating - 20°C to 50°C
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Note:
All linear measurements are in millimetres and are approximate.
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- Anti-slip grommets
- Stop chamfered edges
- Steel re-inforcing rods
- Top deck
- Bottom deck
- 4-way entry